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Reporting practices are changing to align with the
redesigned curriculum.
BC
REDESIGNED
CURRICULUM
AND
REPORTING

This is a focus on doing rather than knowing.

This is learning focused not achievement based.

Teachers create rich learning tasks based on BC
curricular competencies and student interests

Together teachers and students set criteria

The Learning
Process

Powerful questioning/learning conversations allow for
ongoing, timely descriptive feedback to the student
Teachers and students intentionally gather evidence
over time to inform teaching and learning
Metacognitive skills are developed through student
reflection and self-assessment
Learning can be process, inquiry, and/or project based

The goal is to create a reporting process that is more timely and responsive
with increased student ownership and parent involvement.
We have the opportunity to report to parents in more flexible ways while
providing clear and understandable information about their child.

Communicating student learning
(CSL)
Answers these Questions
Where am I now?
Where am I going?
What do I need to get there?

• Authentic evidence of student learning from a
variety of sources (examples of student work,
audio, photos, video, portfolios)

Ongoing
Communication
with Parents
includes the
following:

• Clear standards and expectations based on the
BC Curriculum with the intention of making
learning visible
Formats for Communication include: 3-way
conferences, electronic portfolio reviews, parentteacher conferences, reflections on student work,
Fresh Grade or other on-line platforms, telephone
conversations, Individual Education Plan
meetings, Celebrations of Learning

Growth vs Fixed Mind Sets – Carol Dweck

No letter grades?
• Letter grades tend to foster a Fixed Mindset in students.
“I always get a C+ in Math.”
“I got a C in Science. I’m no good at it.”

• A letter grade on a written composition or project
gives the student no information about how to improve.

• Students with a Growth Mindset are much more likely to continue
learning. They see themselves as learners with potential.
• Feedback for learning promotes a Growth Mindset. Providing a
student with feedback about what’s working and what to focus on
next provides students with the tools they need to improve.

“Turn left at the
corner.”

Feedback for
Learning

Imagine that during a driving test you are asked to turn left. After
you complete the turn the Examiner says, “You got a C- on that
turn.” Do you know what you need to do to pass the driving test
the next time?
If the Examiner tells you that you turned the steering wheel
correctly but forgot to make a visual check in both directions before
making the turn, will this help you next time you take the test?

Student's Learning Strengths:
• Teachers discuss areas where the student is
demonstrating learning goals successfully
and gives examples of how they are showing
their learning.
• It is a personalized account of the successes
the student is demonstrating at this point in
the year.
• This portion of the written report may
include comments about the child’s
strengths in terms of work habits, effort,
participation, and behaviour in addition to
some subject based examples.

Areas for Growth:
• Teachers identify some areas for further growth
and development and for which the teacher
will be providing support and guidance to the
child.
• It is not expected that the child be meeting all
expectations at this point in the school year;
the areas for growth discussed in the child’s
written report will serve as learning goals for
the child’s journey at their grade level between
now and the end of the school year.

Ways to Support Learning:
• Teachers list some specific ways that
teachers and families can work together at
school and at home to support the student.
• It is not expected that the parent teach the
child the curriculum at home in order to be
successful with growth and development.
• This learning will occur within the
framework of the classroom, and support is
expected at home only when
communicated directly to the parent by the
teacher.

Student
Competency
Scale on the
Written
Report

Student Competency Scale – in relation to the grade level expectations
Beginning to acquire
knowledge, skills,
strategies and processes
“ I am just getting started
and I learn best with
help”

Developing the ability to
apply knowledge, skills
and processes
“ I am getting there and I
am beginning to do more
and more on my own”

Applying knowledge,
skills, strategies and
processes consistently
“I get it and I can do it on
my own”

Extending knowledge,
skills, strategies and
processes creatively and
strategically
“I get it and go beyond
what is expected of me”

• Student is beginning to • Student is developing • Student is applying
• Student is extending
understand at grade
understanding at grade
understanding at grade
understanding at grade
level expectations.
level expectations
level expectations
level expectations
• Shows evidence that
learner can
demonstrate some
progress toward the
learning standards

• Shows evidence that
the learner can
understand the
learning standards in
basic or familiar
situations

• Shows evidence that
learner can transfer
understanding of
learning standards to
both predictable and
new situations

• Shows evidence that
learner can insightfully
and creatively apply an
in-depth
understanding of
learning standards in
complex situations.

